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Why do adoption reports matter?
Deployment is not equal to adoption! It is no longer a game of just picking 
the best tool for the job at hand, but it is about understanding the people 
doing the job, the environment the job is done in and how those doing it 

engage with each other. Adoption reports allow us the ability to track our 
success and impact to our users.



How we build our reports:

• Users use their Office 365 accounts to 
access Evolve 365 and we record what 
training they complete within Evolve 365. 

• We integrate Evolve 365 with the Office 
365 Usage Reports so that we are able to 
read the reports inside of the Evolve 
Admin Center.

• We review the Office 365 usage and 
determine how much is being done by 
users who are getting training from Evolve 
vs users who aren’t using Evolve.

• We show a correlation between the 
training we provide in Evolve and usage of 
Office 365.



Training Activity Reports
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All workloads show a trend that the users who have been training on Evolve 365 are 
consuming more of Office 365 than those that have not consumed training.  If we are able to 
increase those that are exposed to the Evolve training, we will be able to increase the overall 
usage of Office 365. 



OneDrive Consumption

In the last 6 months 
on average, non 
trained users have 
completed a sync 
task 231 times and 
trained users have 
completed a sync 
task 2,022 times.  

That is an 
increase of 1,791 
sync activities by 

trained users!
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How it works!

Use learning campaigns to drive training, training 
ultimately increases technology use and adoption.



Learning Campaigns drive training.
Training leads to technology use & user adoption.

Customized Email from a Learning Campaign 
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Learn More @
http://www.o365support.com

https://www.o365support.com/


Learning Campaigns drive training.
Training leads to technology use & user adoption

Increased Usage of 
OneDrive Over Time

Increase use is from users who 
are getting training from 
Evolve.


